
今⽇、
どこ⾏く?
Where are we going today?
A once in lifetime experience at GUJO.

Outdoor
experiences

⑧ Cycling

⑥ Athletic gym / Giant maze

⑦ Aqua Zip lining

③ Segway

⑤ Rafting

① Zip lining ② Buggy
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④ Shower climbing
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An activity to glide through 
the forest from the summit of 
Kokia Park. 
Feeling like Tarzan?!

⼀般社団法⼈郡上市観光連盟
Gujo Tourism Federation

130-1 Shimatani, Hachiman-cho, Gujo City, Gifu Prefecture 
☎0575-66-1235 (outdoor leased line) 

Inquiry time 8:30-17:00
(Closed on weekends and holidays, year-end and New Year holidays)

Area：4670-75 Hirugano, Takasu-cho
Contact：Hiruganokougen picnic garden

☎ 0575-73-1205

Area：②4670-75 Hirugano, Takasu-cho
③2363-988 Washimiuwano, Takasu-cho

Contact ：Ork Adventure
☎ 0575-73-2425

Area: 1080-1  Maedani, Shirotori-cho
Contact: Earthship

☎ 0120-642-117

① Zip lining
We will take you on a segway and 
buggy on a fun adventure tour set 
in the Hirugano plateau 
surrounded by nature.

② Buggy ③ Segway
You can climb waterfalls and 
experience various things 
such as waterfall diving, water 
slide, swimming, and float.

④ Shower climbing

An outdoor sport where you 
ride a sturdy raft, a rubber 
boat, and paddle to row down 
the river. You can enjoy the 
rapids of the Nagara River.

Area: 332-2 Hakusan, Minami-cho
Contact: FIELDDAY 

☎ 0575-79-4008

⑤ Rafting
Thrilling aerial athletics that can 
be unleashed 8m above the 
ground! Next to it is a huge maze 
of 1,200 square meters. Use your 
head and body to capture!

Area: 2363-395 Washimi, Takasu-cho
Contact: Gujo Vacance mura Hotel 

☎ 0575-73-2206

⑥ Athletic gym / Giant maze
You can jump over a large 
pond and experience the 
feeling of speed and 
excitement as if you were 
flying in the sky!

Area: 3447-1 Mizore, Okuzumi Meiho
Contact: Meiho Kogen Development Co., Ltd.       

☎ 0575-87-0030

Area: 301-13 Inari, Hachiman-cho
contact: Apt corporation 

☎ 0575-67-9366

⑧ Cycling
While listening to the murmuring 
of the river, relax and cycle 
through nature. Feel the charm of 
Gujo and the charm of nature all 
over your body.

Website『GUJO Outdoor Experiences』
This is a website that collects information about outdoor 
activities in Gujo City. 
Incorporate the fun, comfort, and splendor of "playing in the 
mountains", "playing in the river", and "playing in a city near 
nature" into a part of your daily life. And having a countryside 
for you called Gujo. One day, you will recall you spend time 
with Gujo nature and people. Gujo’s nature provide a lot of 
moments that is hard to forget.
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